Did you know that you can give yourself vitamins,
minerals and amino acids that you need with your own
voice? BIOSONIC.
We all hear in the voice of persons that we know when they are sick, when they
don't have energy and when they are happy. All our vibrational harmony and
disharmony and energetics are reflected in the voice. The voice leaves when we
are sick, the voice rises when we are moved, the groans alleviate and the purring
strengthen the tendons, muscles and bones (proven in the 7 lives of the cats).
The low sounds mobilise the stagnated energy and the tension of the fascia, and
they affect the muscular and circulatory system, the sharp sounds stimulate or
irritate the nervous system. The voice is our most intimate contact with the
vibrational state of another person and how we can know if they are or not in
harmony.
With a computer software similar to a piano tuner we see the musical notes in
excess and missing in the human voice and it is related to inflammations and
tension of irritation in the tissue of the organs due to excess energy and the
stagnation and weakness of other organs or acupuncture meridians due to lack
of energy. It shows us the whole vibrational spectrum, and with it we know the
frequencies that your voice has belonging to toxicity or to frequencies that don't
let the necessary nutrients act for health. All the vitamins, amino acids, minerals
and medications have an atomic weight that is equal to sound, and with this we
can help to train to the brain with sound and we help in this way to recognise
and assimilate these nutrients.
OUR VOICE is the resonant vibrational box more potent within our reach.
Learning how to intone the sound of each nutrient that you need, trains the brain
to recognise it and it assimilates it from the foods. It is easy to follow the sound
that is listened by the headphones and to intone the same frequency. Many
effects happen from the resonance and other harmonic arise, helping us to
maintain the attention. Also, we have prepared recordings with the frequency of
many nutrients ascending in a PHI spiral of sacred geometry, the Golden
proportion, blended with harmonic chants or didgeridoo for that musical note.

Also, the harmonic of each sound belonging to a nutrient will be able to see them
with the computer and a scientific system of analysis, called FFT. With this
program we can see all the harmonics of all the sounds and with the harmonics
growing to infinite we see how they interact some nutrients with others or they
counteract other toxins, in different realities of physical, emotional or mental
consciousness.

Did you know that we can harmonise ourselves
physically and emotionally with sun glasses of the
color filter that you need? PHOTONIC
We know that the changes in the light affect us emotionally a lot. When there is
no sun during days we get sad and feel isolated. The solar light is responsible
for the Biochemistry, if there is not light there is not life. All the biochemical
changes of the body have their rhythm, guided by the clock of the solar light.
With all the colors of our environment we feed and we activate the different
biochemical functions. When looking with the eyes we enjoy them or we avoid
certain colors. We also have tendency of looking at some colors and not others
of our surrounding, some we are attracted and often we have lacking of a color
and therefore slowness of certain chemical functions.
With a computer we can analyse which are the lacking colors and to decide to do
color therapy with special glasses for the sun. Always when going out to the sun
we are doing therapy to ourselves, helping us to activate the necessary
chemistry. What it means that not only it helps us at a physical level, but also
emotional, since it affects the glands and the hormonal balance it will affect us
psycho-physically. The astonishing of vibrational therapy is that when putting a
filter of a color before the eyes the complementary color disappears completely,
we can understand this way the therapeutic effect of this technique.
Now, a laboratory makes the 12 necessary colors, the filter of the color that we
can fit into the mounts that we like to use. There are 3 intensities, for places with
more clouds they are softer tone, and for glasses graduated for interiors they are
of very soft color.
When using the sun glasses with the color that we need, decided through the
computer, we see everything colored intensely of that color, after a time of using
them a color change happens through the glasses and we see around the
glasses in fluorescent color the complementary color. What has happened is that
we have drained the pigment of the color of the glasses in the cones of the retina
of the eyes, producing the complementary color intensely. This process affects
the Hypothalamus o and the Pituitary gland that generates all the hormones,
enzymes and neurotransmitters that we need of that wave lenght or that color
directly.
This process is the same, to see the red color, we need cian-green or turquoise,
this is absorbed by the object and the red one is reflected. For this reason this
therapy really makes us need more of a certain color to be able to produce the
complementary color.
While we wear more the sun glasses more biochemical balance we obtain.
This is a revolutionary method of Neuroscience and that it solves in a creative
way and very easy many problems, returning our health and youth.

WHAT IS A WAVEFORM???
Many scientists and quantum physicists are recognising the power of
transmission in any simple shape of geometry or wavelike design as
a trace of energy, it is a simple WAVEFORM. It can have a geometrical
design or it can be a simple brush gesture as a wave, that contains the
whole meaning, intention and energy of a given moment of intensity,
shaping reality and has in its self all the qualities that created it. It is an
energetic fractal seed that given the right situation will continue growing
and multiplying itself. These are patterns and forms that create energy
and transmit specific thought patterns, we have been using it in temples,
churches, logos, publicity and we can recognise in them harmony and
disharmony immediately. Certain sacred geometry patterns seem to
interact with its surrounding harmonising and stabilising its molecules, as
if it organised the atoms and electrons. It may mean that a certain
YANTRA design geometry of ENERGY can polarise particles and even get
to purify water, enhance qualities and harmony in its surroundings.
HOW THE HARMONIC SIGNATURE IN THE VOICE IS OUR UNIQUE
AND INDIVIDUAL WAVEFORM?????
In our research of vibration and movement we have come across a
unique WAVEFORM in the FFT SPECTRAL pattern of the HUMAN VOICE.
We call it the HARMONIC SIGNATURE, it is a pattern that comes out in a
spectral analysis of the voice with the FFT, the Fourier Frequency
Transform calculation to transform vibrational movement and sound into
numbers, FFT analysis is been used today for many technological needs
and also industrial testing of cars, motors and every given movement and

sound object. There have been few attempts to use the FFT for human
health, but VOICE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS has shown to us the importance
of the harmonics in nature, and the HARMONIC SIGNATURE is the
harmonic WAVEFORM pattern that comes out from the resonant box of
the mouth, and the vocal chords been the strings of the human instrument
for vibration expression of our INTENTION. It is the way we recognise the
voice of a specific person, it is the specific tone of an individual person,
that has certain high harmonics that are formed as an envelop in
harmonics as high as 3 to 8khz by the shape of the mouth, teeth, tongue.
Voice recognition specialist know about it, but who has researched more
about this is the police, because that unique pattern in high harmonics of
the voice keeps its form no matter if one changes the voice on purpose,
so with good high recordings they could know whose voice it is, and
which person it comes from.
Then the HARMONIC SIGNATURE can also help the person recognise
and power up their own energy, The wavelike design that the FFT gives
us in high harmonics is unique to every individual, and show the most
karmic patterns and chronic health processes. We see highs and lows of
energy referring to frequencies and vibrations. If the Molecular Weight
and Mass to related to frequencies expresses nutrients and medicines, we
could see in the Harmonic Signature certain biochemical elements we
have a lot of and certain others we neglect, or tend to lack or need more
off. It could express the specific biochemical forces at work in our
genetic code. We can also attempt to see the karmic patterns of the
astrological chart in this WAVEFORM of individuality, relating the
frequencies to sign and degree in the Zodiac, and maybe the rhythm of
progression of planets and Luminaries will fall in time with the high peak
and low stringers of our voice pattern. We can even use the HARMONIC
SIGNATURE as a personal YANTRA of our INDIVIDUAL WAVEFORM. Or
we can empower our visualisation skills looking at that PERSONAL
WAVEFORM to help become more oneself.
For more information, www.biosonic.org, Tel: 34-619228048 or write to Marysol
at biosonica@retemail.es

PRODUCTS of BIOSONICA/PHOTONIC WITH PRICES.
Designed by Marysol Gonzalez Sterling, more information in
biosonica@retemail.es

Dvd BIOSONICA-FOTONICA, sound therapy and therapy of light and color.
Duration of the video 30 minutes, it describes the basic functions of the system of voice
analysis with the software of Biosonic (www.biosonic.org). Basic theory of the system
of light and color from the I Ching and giving wide explanations of the treatments with
light and color, in the acupuncture meridians with quartz folashlights or tuning forks
and with color filter for sun glasses. Complete manual of therapy with 50 webpages
with 280 graphics. price 40 Euros plus shipment.
Cd BIOSONIC for the spectral analysis of the human voice. For diagnose and
treatment of vibrational therapy of LIGHT and SOUND. Software, therapy manual,
manual of instructions and video tutorials, basic price 240 Euros, includes program of
Biosonic to analyze the voice, as a piano tuner, giving octaves and notes, it shows the
musical notes in excess and missing in the voice, relationship with colors, analysis and
interpretation texts, as well as the frequencies in hertz’s that come out from the vocal
chords to relate it to the atomic weight of the nutrients. It also includes the basic module
of Bioaudio to be able to generate sounds for treatment with different frequencies in
each channel, with silences or randomised several frequencies or to change time. As
well as demo of 30 days from date of installation of the Nutritional database with
frequencies of 30.000 nutrients and NUTRITIONAL medications SOUNDS. (optional
150 Euros). With medical and natural explanations to prescribe, effects of deficiencies
and toxicity, besides many relationships between illnesses and other nutritional
elements. Complete System 390 Euros plus shipment. (necessary system Windows 98
or more current, XP, and computer with sound card, besides microphone for lows, as for
drums). The Cd includes enough helps in manuals and video, we also offer classes and
helps via Internet.
FOR SOUND THERAPY WE HAVE 5 CDS. The therapist chooses the nutrients
belonging to the musical notes required by the patient and creates a protocol
specifically for therapy, when recording these wavs documents in an audio cd, it
can be listened in any playback equipment.
Cd of the 12 MUSICAL NOTES, in harmonic chants, didgeridoo, tibetan bells and
more. Cd Documents audio Wav for computer with possibility to mix or to transfer to

audio cd in a specified sequence chosen by the therapist. price 30 Euros plus
shipment.
Cd of MINERALS AND AMINO ACIDS in the 12 MUSICAL NOTES, in
harmonic chants and didgeridoo in the Golden proportion PHI of Sacred
Geometry. Cd Documents audio Wav for computer with possibility to mix or to
transfer to audio cd in a specified sequence chosen by the therapist. price 30 Euros but
he/she sent.
Cd of SALTS MINERALS AND VITAMINS in the 12 MUSICAL NOTES, in
harmonic chants, didgeridoo in the Golden proportion of Sacred Geometry. Cd
Documents audio Wav for computer with possibility to mix or to transfer to audio cd in
a specified sequence chosen by the therapist.. price 30 Euros plus shipment.
Cd of MINERAL SALTS, MINERALES,VITAMINAS AND AMINO ACIDS in
the 12 MUSICAL NOTES, only in PHI spirals of the Golden proportion of Sacred
Geometry. Cd Documents audio Wav for computer with possibility to mix or to
transfer to audio cd in a specified sequence chosen by the therapist. I price 30 Euros
plus shipment.
Cd SOUNDS ANTITABACO with Amino acids and Minerals in the 12 MUSICAL
NOTES in Golden PHI of Sacred Geometry, a document how to use it to help to
leave the dependence of the Tobacco and its detox. . Cd Documents audio Wav for
computer with possibility to mix or to transfer to audio cd in a specified sequence
chosen by the therapist. price 30 Euros plus shipment.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

INTERNET
COURSE ON VIBRACIONAL
THERAPY OF LIGHT AND SOUND
With MARYSOL GONZALEZ STERLING. - Artist, author of
books, investigator of light and sound, psycho-astrologer,
metaphysics, teacher of Somatic Cranial and creator of
Biosonic.
(Currículum vitae in www.sacrocraneal.org/marysol.htm)
4 MONTHS, TOTAL 16 CLASSES. 400 EurOs.....
A CLASS EVERY WEEK, visualizing video and receiving the
lesson by email. A CONNECTION of VideoCONFERENCE; Virtual
Meeting EVERY WEEK AND A TASK to COMPLETE EVERY WEEK.
When concluding each task each student will receive the next
lesson. If it is necessary will be able to connect with the
teacher by telephone a couple of times per month.
When being concluded will be able to grant an official diploma
of Sintacsa, homologated by many universities of South
America, with an extra prize of 130 Euros.
MATERIAL OF TEACHING:

@BIOSONICA FOR ANALYSIS OF
VOICE, (WWW.BIOSONIC.ORG)
With the course the complete cd
is included with 30 days of use
as demo.

Then he/she will be necessary to
buy the Software for the
vibrational mensurement. 240
eu.
And unidirectional Microphone of
low AKG D550 and headphones
(aprox150eu). 1er month.
@ @ NutritionalSounds database
with 30000 nutrients and
medications. 150 eu. 2do month
@ @ @ Update of Harmonic
BiosonicFFT. 150 eu. 3er month.
@ @ @ @ module of BioAudio in
Real Time, 75 eu. 4to month.
DESCRIPTION: In this technological world of electromagnetic
pollution, we need new tools to stay healthy. The proposal is
to use computer science technology to carry out the diagnose
of how each individual is able to adapt to this world, with
harmony or disharmony in the vibrational parameters that are
indicated in our voice, as a vibrational measurement that is
within our reach. While the treatments will be using the
natural means of our environment; the light of the Sun and
the sound of our voice.
The tool that should be learned how to use to measure the
vibrations is the computer software BIOSONIC for the spectral
analysis of the human voice that will be been able to use in
diverse ways; for Musictherapy, Naturopathy, Homeopathy,
Psychological Biofeedback, also used with manual therapies of
diverse types. Although, it can adapt before to measurements
and after all type of therapies, here we present two modalities
easy to use dayly by the patient-participant:
A. - To intone the frequencies of necessary nutrients,
helping to assimilate them to obtain a healthy
biochemical state, following what is heard by the
headphones. METHOD BIOSONIC
B. - To use sunglasses with the filter of the color and
weak musical note, to help to a Biochemical rebalancing
through the solar light. METHOD PHOTONIC
C. - Independently and according to interest and
optional they will be added to teach treatments with
tuning forks in the body, in acupuncture points and with
quartz flashlight with color filters. To choose two of
these by the participants, in the fourth month. METHOD

BIOSONIC CRANIAL. (www.sacrocraneal.org/cursos /
the study Biosonica Craneal)
We soon start the Internet course on VIBRATIONAL SOUND AND LIGHT, I
want to state some important issues for you to know about the progress
of the class. We can start by Sept. 17 and we have two weeks in
September, 4 months will end mid January 2008.
FIRST STEP.... Payment to the account of biosonica@retemail.es via Pay
Pal is 400 euros for the necessary 4 months training. Extra months for
needed reasons will be 100 euros each month. Write to Marysol for any
questions or clarification on payment issues.
SECOND STEP...... Eventhough each of you will have personal attention
from me, I will share the emails and Skype names of the group, so you can
also contact each other. The progress of the class will continue even if
some of you are slower, but always can rewind questions with me from an
earlier lesson. I will share between the participants any emails or chat that
is interesting to all, and mostly my responses to your questions. We hope
to cover the whole tuition in 4 months, but probably some of you will still
need more time.
THIRD STEP...... Process and progress of the class; 8 steps for 16 weeks,
4 months and beyond........ Weekly topics writen at the end of this email.
1@ Every week you will receive Emails with graphics and instructions in
text. See videos.
2@@ Every week you will receive an explanation of an exercise to be
done and send by email attachment back to me.
3@@@ When you see I am online with SKYPE you can text chat
messages and ask me to phone you via Skype with camara or without.
4@@@@ I will attend as many sessions you might need for subjects
related to the class, not problems about computer/software (unless it is
the Biosonic software) .
5@@@@@ Questions and process of understanding to follow the lessons
can be done via email or via Skype, if both are online at that moment.
These can be shared with the other participants of the course.
6@@@@@@ Each week a new subject will be given, with its
correpondent graphics, See videos. and exercise to fullfill and send with
email attachment back to me.
7@@@@@@@ Every month we can try to schedule a group
videoconference with PalTalk. To make knowledge and decisions in
group harmony and therapy. (PalTalk will require a small monthy
payment to allow more than one to one video, This is optional, if not you
can participate in listening and via chat text).
8@@@@@@@@ If any student is slower than the actual progress of thr
class and is delayed with his results, even having much help from me, he
can choose to make the period of tuition longer, paying 100eu for each
month added from the original 4 months.

FOURTH STEP....... At the end of the 4 months or longer, adapting to each
student need, I will do a test exam to be able to offer you the diploma of
Sintacsa (www.sacrocraneal.org/diplomas.htm) for an extra 130 euros
plus shipment that the syndicate is costing us. I have no benefit from
this, only to be able to offer it to you, you can purchase it also in a later
time when I order again for another spanish or english group.
Hope that all is good with you, so we can start moving ahead with this
internet course.
Any questions, problems or ideas, please send them to me now, so we
have time to give them attention and solutions.
Much love,
Marysol

Process and topics......
1st week, beginning, to record a voice, and knowing
the program, parameters of the analysis.
2nd week, several analysis during different times in
the day, looking at the models of change.
3rdweek, understanding the changes in the voice,
what is a better voice.
4th week, how to look for the frequencies NS, how to
decide frequencies and their inverse ones.
5th week, how to decide which musical note to
deliver.
6thweek, How to decide which frequency to deliver.
7th week, how to decide what color to give, how to
carry out a color treatment, as light therapy.
8th week, Soundtherapy , how to intone the
frequencies of nutrients.
9th week, analysis of coherence, analysis comparison.
Chronic or transitory situation.
10th week, FFT versus Chromatic, the harmonics.
11th week, The Harmonic Signature, the wave form.
12th week, Biofeedback and psychological
conscienceness.
13th week, The harmonic distortion and the nutrients.
14th week, Therapy with tuning forks,
15th week, Acupuncture Points according to the voice
and the treatment with light or sound.
16th week, Future of this therapy and research
conclusions. Test exam for diploma.

